
Moose F is a moisture-regulating wood paint that 
ensures that the surface can continue to breathe. The 
colors are totally matte and metameric. The paint 
penetrates strongly into the wood, so that - if applied 
properly - it hardly peels. The paint is very pleasant to 
use, does not smell and is easy to maintain.

Composition: contains oil of vegetable origin, 
inorganic � llers, organic emulsi� ers, thickeners, 
pigment and water. Titanium oxide is used for light 
colours.

Application: all types of wood, both indoors and 
outdoors. Also applicable on wallpaper, plasterboard, 
terracotta, non-alkaline concrete or stone (with 
primer). Small metal surfaces can be painted.

New work: remove any dirt and dust with a damp 
cloth. Degrease where necessary. Light pre-sanding 
improves the result with smooth new wood. Dilute if 
necessary. Apply two coats.

No primer required.

Processing temperature: do not apply outside 
below approx. 12 °C. Dilute well at temperatures 
above 25 °C. Avoid exposure to moisture and water 
until fully cured.

Drying time: depending on temperature and 
humidity. At 20 °C and low humidity (40%) dust dry 
after 3 hours, paintable after 6 hours and cured after 
48-72 hours. Drying times are longer at lower 
temperatures and higher humidity.

Consumption: depending on the substrate 5 m2 per 
liter for two layers. Deviations of 20% are possible.

Reprocessing an already painted surface:
remove the old paint if necessary. The underlying 
layer must not be able to � ake later, must be matt, 
coarse and free of grease.

Maintenance period: 5 years on average, depending 
on the circumstances. If there is no detachment of 
the paint, then cleaning and overpainting is suf� cient. 
Sanding is not necessary. After this, a period of 7 
years is normal.

Use brush or spray: dilute before spraying (approx. 
10%), depending on nozzle and pressure.

Dilute: with 5-10% water.

Cleaning: Clean brushes, work materials and 
clothing with soap and water. If necessary, rinse 
brushes with benzene.

Mix well before use: make sure that the paint is 
applied well, including in cracks and seams. Usually 2 
coats give an opaque result. Light colors and highly 
absorbent substrates may require 3 coats. Avoid 
applying thick layers! Dilute with water if necessary.

Gloss category: completely matte. Maximum layer 
thickness: 100

Store: dry and slightly below room temperature 
(5-15 °C). Avoid exposure to temperatures below 5°C.

Shelf life: unopened at least 2 years. 

Mass: 35%±3

Volume: 23%±2

Density: 1.1-1.3 Kg/l

Recommended layer thickness: 35 mu

Contains a minimal amount of preservation
(see packaging).

VOC < 3 g/l Cat A/d
(EU standard 2010: 130 g/l)

A dried out paint bucket can go with the residual 
waste. It is more environmentally friendly to take wet 
paint residues to the environmental station.

Eerlijke bescherming 
van hout

Moose Färg is developed and 
produced in Sweden.

WWW.MOOSEFARG.COM

Witte Paal 304A, 1742 LD Schagen
The Netherlands

SIMPLY GOOD FOR WOOD

Technical information

Moose F Waterborne Alkyd Emulsion Paint
Breathable, durable, matte wood paint 


